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It was a Thursday afternoon in Las Vegas. Five employees were camped out in a team room at Zappos, the largest company so far to implement holacracy—a form of self-management that confers decision power on fluid teams, or “circles,” and roles rather than individuals. On this particular day, in May 2015, the circle charged with overseeing holacracy’s adoption was questioning the method’s effectiveness.

A couple of months earlier, Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh had offered severance packages to all employees for whom self-management was not a good fit—or who wished to leave for any other reason. Although most decided to stay, 18% took the package, with 6% citing holacracy.
In exit interviews and surveys, the 6% shared their concerns. They talked about attending trainings to learn “shiny buzzwords” but seeing little difference in the way work was done; facing “ambiguity and lack of clarity around progression, compensation, and responsibilities”; getting “no definitive answers” to what they felt were basic organizational questions; and concluding that holacracy was a “half-baked” idea. Although many of their colleagues liked the system for a variety of reasons—they thought it shaped roles to “make the most of my talents,” for instance, and allowed “each person to influence the governance of the organization”—a number of those who left hadn’t experienced it that way. For the sake of Zappos (and their careers), they had played along, but they were unhappy. The offer of severance tipped them over the edge.

Most observers who have written about holacracy and other types of self-managed organizations—the latest trend in self-managed teams—take an extreme position, either celebrating these “bossless,” “flat” environments for fostering flexibility and engagement or denouncing them as naive social experiments that ignore how things really get done. To gain a more accurate, balanced perspective, it is important to look beyond the buzzwords that describe these structures—“postbureaucratic,” “poststructuralist,” “information-based,” “organic,” and so on—and examine why the forms have evolved and how they operate, both in the trenches and at the level of enterprise strategy and policy. That’s what we’ll do here.

Our research and experience tell us that elements of self-organization will become valuable tools for companies of all kinds. Yet we see real challenges in embracing the approach wholesale—Zappos is still grappling with them, even though its holacracy adoption circle has regained its footing. Other organizations have decided it’s just too consuming to go all in. Medium, a social media company that recently dropped holacracy, found that “it was difficult to coordinate efforts at scale,” Andy Doyle, the head of operations, explained in a blog post about the change. Using self-management across an entire enterprise to determine what should be done, who should do it, and how
people will be rewarded is hard, uncertain work, and in many environments it won’t pay off. So we’ll also look at circumstances in which it makes sense to blend the newer approaches with traditional models.

**What’s the Draw?**

To better understand the impulse behind self-management models, consider what leaders need most from their organizations: reliability and adaptability. Reliability means many things, such as generating predictable returns for shareholders, adhering to regulations, maintaining stable employment levels, and fulfilling customers’ expectations. So does adaptability: For example, some situations call for many small adjustments in production or manufacturing to meet local needs, while others call for fundamental shifts in strategy or capabilities.

All organizations must achieve both reliability and adaptability to some degree, but usually one eclipses the other. Too much standardization for the sake of reliability can make businesses insensitive to changing markets. Too much emphasis on adapting can cause them to fragment and lose the leverage that comes with focus and scale (recall how Apple cast about during Steve Jobs’s hiatus). Although managerial hierarchies can err in either direction, they most often skew in favor of reliability—and create rigidity and red tape.

Employees, too, need both reliability and adaptability. To be effective on the job, people must have a stable working environment, access to critical resources, and clear goals and responsibilities. But they must also have leeway to adapt to changing conditions and make the right
In fact self-management models are intricately nested. A holacracy circle, for example, may contain several subcircles, each with subcircles of its own. At Zappos the General Company Circle—the only circle not nested within another—has 18 subcircles, and the average number of subcircles is 1.8.

decisions in the moment—and managerial hierarchies often don’t provide that flexibility and discretion.

When you’re an executive, it isn’t easy to know the right balance of reliability and adaptability—and even if you do, it’s hard to get an organization to perform accordingly. Hence the keen interest in having organizations “feel their way” toward the desired balance through self-management, which has actually been around for decades. You could say it began about 65 years ago, when Eric Trist, an early member of the Tavistock Institute (a British nonprofit that applies social science ideas to organizational life) observed self-managed teams’ ability to substantially raise productivity in coal mines.

Back then, “longwall” mining was the unquestioned best practice. Each team performed a single task, and tasks were done sequentially—a model that fused Frederick Taylor’s scientific management and Henry Ford’s assembly lines. One team had to finish its shift before the next could start. But miners in South Yorkshire, England, began spontaneously organizing their work differently. Multiskilled autonomous groups, interchanging roles, and shifts with minimal supervision allowed them to mine coal 24 hours a day, without waiting for a previous shift to finish. In spite of that era’s prevailing belief that high productivity came with doing the same task over and over, productivity soared.
Self-managed teams took different forms as they gained popularity in the 1970s and 1980s. In Europe they became synonymous with participative management and industrial democracy. In Japan they morphed into quality circles and continuous improvement efforts. In the United States they became the organizing framework for innovation task forces. Moving to self-managed teams yielded breakthroughs in many companies, mainly in manufacturing and service operation contexts. The Volvo plant in Kalmar, Sweden, reduced defects by 90% in 1987. FedEx cut service errors by 13% in 1989. In the late 1980s and early 1990s C&S Wholesale Grocers created a warehouse of self-managed teams, which enjoyed a 60% cost advantage over competitors, and General Mills increased productivity by up to 40% in plants that adopted self-managed teams.

Such teams became more common throughout the 1990s, fueled by the promise of higher productivity in work that was increasingly complex and dynamic. In most companies that used them, just a fraction of employees were involved, generally in areas that demanded more adaptability than reliability. In time they emerged in environments where individuals could readily monitor their own performance and iteratively alter how they worked.

Eventually people wondered, Why stop at self-managed teams? After all, the heavily matrixed structures and complex reporting relationships surrounding those teams often hem them in and thwart their effectiveness. For example, when C&S CEO Rick Cohen visited Harvard Business School, more than a decade ago, to speak about his company’s success with self-managed teams, he told students that “the hardest thing is to keep
the managers out of the process and just let the teams do what they do.” Why not attack the matrix head-on by applying the principles of self-management to entire institutions?

Indeed, organizations had begun to move in that direction. Management scholars Warren Bennis and Henry Mintzberg each noted a shift toward adhocracy—flexible, informal management structures—in the 1980s. A decade later the internet served as a model for what some called “the networked firm.” More recently the open-source movement, agile and scrum methodologies, and the sharing economy have inspired participative, responsive structures—holacracy, podularity (a model with roots in agile software development’s tendency to break tasks into small increments and to work with minimal planning and fast iterations), and a range of company-specific variations on self-organization. These are just the latest attempts to use self-management to reconcile reliability and adaptability.

The new forms resist hierarchical constraints—but in some ways, contrary to popular arguments, they resemble bureaucracy as sociologist Max Weber defined it in the early 1900s. Bureaucracy vested authority in depersonalized rules and roles rather than in status, class, or wealth. The idea was to liberate individuals from the dictatorial rule of whimsical bosses. Self-managing systems aim to accomplish the same thing, with less rigidity. In that sense, you could think of them as Bureaucracy 2.0.

What’s fundamentally different here? It’s how the new forms go about balancing reliability and adaptability, and the balance they seek to strike. If traditional organizations strive to be machines governed by Newtonian physics, precisely predicting and controlling the paths of individual particles, then self-managing structures are akin to biological organisms, with their rapid proliferation and evolution.

**What Self-Managed Organizations Look Like**
Given their origins in self-managed teams, it’s not surprising that self-managed organizations have similar codes of conduct: Members share accountability for the work, authority over how goals are met, discretion over resource use, and ownership of information and knowledge related to the work.

But what does it mean, in practice, to run a whole enterprise this way? A range of companies have made the leap, most notably Morning Star, a maker of tomato products; Valve, a developer of video games and gaming platforms; W.L. Gore, a highly diversified manufacturer; and, of course, Zappos. (For more on Morning Star, see “First, Let’s Fire All the Managers,” by Gary Hamel, HBR, December 2011.) As mentioned, we’ve seen variations on the self-organization theme, but the best-known and most fully specified of these systems is holacracy. Both because its formality makes it somewhat easier to pin down and examine and because it has been implemented more often and at greater scale than other designs, we focus significantly on it in this article.

Self-organization models typically share three characteristics:

**Teams are the structure.**
In holacracy, they’re “circles”; in podularity, “pods”; at Valve, “cabals”; and at many companies, simply “teams.” Whatever they’re called, these basic components—not individuals, and not units, departments, or divisions—are the essential building blocks of their organizations. Within them, individual roles are collectively defined and assigned to accomplish the work. As in traditional organizations, there may be different teams for different projects, functions (finance, tech, sales), or segments (customer, product, service). But self-managing enterprises have a lot more of them—the overall organizational structure is diced much more finely. After Zappos implemented holacracy, 150 departmental units evolved into 500 circles.

The modularity allows for more plug-and-play activity across the enterprise than in a system where teams sit squarely in particular units and departments. And the teams come and go as employees perceive changes in the organization’s needs (just as task forces and project teams in traditional organizations do, but without the surrounding matrix
structure, which has a way of holding ad hoc groups together even after they’re irrelevant). Some teams are more fleeting than others. As new goals, tasks, and initiatives emerge, individuals create circles or pods or cabals to tackle them. For example, St. Louis’s public television station, KETC, mobilizes temporary teams to bring community voices and stories into programming in response to major events, such as the financial crisis and recent events in Ferguson.

**Teams design and govern themselves.**
Although self-organization largely avoids traditional patterns of hierarchy, teams are nested within a larger structure, which they have a hand in shaping and refining. Holacratic organizations ratify a constitution—a living document outlining the rules by which circles are created, changed, and removed. So the circles don’t just manage themselves; within those guidelines, they also design and govern themselves. The constitution doesn’t say how people should do their tasks. It explains in a broad-brush way how circles should form and operate: how they should identify and assign roles, what boundaries the roles should have, and how the circles should interact.

At Morning Star, which developed its own form of self-management, employees (in consultation with relevant coworkers) write up formal agreements known internally as “colleague letters of understanding” (CLOUs). These outline responsibilities, activities, and overall goals and contain highly detailed metrics for evaluating performance. CLOUs are essentially contracts that articulate employees’ work commitments to the organization—like annual performance previews that let your colleagues know what they can count on you to accomplish. The terms are renegotiated formally every year but can be changed at any point to reflect new work requirements and individuals’ evolving skills and interests.

**Leadership is contextual.**
In self-managed organizations, leadership is distributed among roles, not individuals (people usually hold multiple roles, on various teams). Leadership responsibilities continually shift as the work changes and as teams create and define new roles. Technology is essential for keeping these changes straight. In a holacracy, for example, enterprise software such as GlassFrog or holaSpirit is typically used to codify the purpose, accountability, and decision rights of every circle and role, and the information is accessible to anyone in the organization. At Morning Star, CLOUs are stored on an internal server that makes each individual’s commitments visible to everybody at the company. Transparency enables cross-team integration; all the thinly differentiated roles are easier to find than they would be in a traditional organization.

When someone isn’t a good fit for a role, it’s reassigned to someone else. Of course, assigning roles is work in itself. In a holacracy, there’s a role for that, too—the “lead link,” which also assumes responsibility for connecting a circle to the larger circles that encompass it (for instance, linking social media to marketing and communications). In more loosely defined forms of self-management, such as podularity, roles are flexibly reassigned, but it is left up to the organization to figure out how.

These three characteristics add up to an organization that is responsive to the requirements of the work rather than to the directives of any powerful individual. Traditional management
Zappos has twice as many “lead link” roles as it had managers pre-holacracy. What’s different, other than the label? Leadership responsibility belongs to the roles, not to the individuals in them. Authority may be contextual, but it does exist.

goes wrong when the boss gets to prescribe what must be done—or how—because of a job description, not because he or she has particular insight into what will produce the desired outcome. Self-managed organizations strip away much of this ability to prescribe, using structuring processes (rather than a fixed structure) to maintain order and clarity.

**What They Try to Accomplish on the Ground**

Recent experiments with self-managed organizations have zeroed in on a few ways of improving performance. In each area, they have seen success but also problems.

*Designing roles that match individual capabilities with organizational goals.*

In traditional organizations, each employee works within a single, broadly defined role, and it’s often difficult for people to sculpt or switch jobs. In self-managing systems, individuals have portfolios of several very specific roles (Zappos employees now have 7.4 roles, on average), which they craft and revise to address shifting organizational and individual needs.

Negotiating with one another, employees allocate duties to those best suited to carrying them out. The process lets individuals play to their strengths and interests and serves as a safety check against roles that might be useful to one person but harmful to the team or the organization. At Morning Star, people jointly draft and adjust their CLOUs to match capabilities with work. Zappos has started a system of “badges” that let employees convey at a glance the skills they have to offer. Badges are awarded to mentees by employees already proficient as, say, a “rookie writer” (someone with limited permissions who can respond to customer-facing e-mails in times of need) or a “GlassFrog genius” (someone with a thorough understanding of the holacracy software).
In a holacracy, circle members can object to a suggested role change if it would “move the circle backwards.” The person proposing the change must address the issue raised or, as a last resort, drop the proposal.

This approach to role design gives people room to grow on the job. Consider Ryan, a software developer at ARCA, a global manufacturing and services company where one of us spent more than a year observing the implementation of holacracy. Early on, Ryan—who was passionate about user interface design—saw an unmet need to ensure that ARCA’s software had a consistent look and feel. At one of his team’s structuring meetings, he pitched the idea of creating a role for this work: UI liaison. No one in the circle thought this would cause any harm, so the role was created and the lead link assigned it to Ryan, who also continued to fill the software developer role. This allowed him to simultaneously improve the group’s performance and pursue a professional growth opportunity.

Unlike fixed structures built around specialists who dedicate themselves to one function full-time, these new organizational forms let employees become “utility players,” with highly focused roles they can fill in multiple areas of the business. Take Karl, who came to ARCA before it implemented holacracy. A recent law school graduate, he had little business experience but showed great potential with his legal and analytical skills. His versatility allowed him to take on multiple roles at the growing company, in sales, legal services, and operations. However, as he worked across functional groups, he felt his contributions were getting lost in the organizational structure. When the company
adopted holacracy, Karl’s many roles across multiple circles became explicit and visible. He thought his value was more clearly recognized, which gave him even more confidence to initiate changes and make decisions. Karl said, “Pre-holacracy, I felt pretty empowered but always ran stuff by people. I think an org implementing holacracy is saying, ‘You don’t have to run stuff by us anymore.’ I’ve taken the opportunity to exercise more judgment and discretion.” As one of his peers noted a few months into the new system, “Holacracy has really expanded his influence in the company.”

How did Karl fit all this work in? Holacracy let him jettison roles that weren’t a good use of his time. For instance, he used the structuring process to carve out some administrative responsibilities and pitch them as a separate role, which the lead link filled with an enthusiastic new hire. Although this shift in responsibilities was initiated by an individual contributor, not by a manager, it was highly formalized and official.

The upside of designing roles in this way is straightforward: Because employees are driving the process, they have a greater sense of making real progress on meaningful work. Teresa Amabile’s nearly 12,000 data points on the quality of “inner life at work” show that having a daily sense of forward movement—even the smallest wins—along with colleagues who provide resources, advice, and help are by far the two most significant factors differentiating good days from bad. These factors are strongly associated with creative problem solving, motivation, and engagement. Although studies of the effects of self-managed teams on employee engagement have shown mixed results, self-managed organizations are explicitly designed to remove impediments to day-to-day progress in everyone’s work and to set colleagues up to be positive “catalysts” for one another.

Assuming that the connection is borne out, is the shift from traditional jobs to a larger number of microroles a net benefit? Possibly—but role proliferation has costs, too. It creates three kinds of complexity, all related to human capital:
First, it complicates actually *doing the work*, because employees struggle with fragmentation. A significant body of literature on goal setting (aptly summarized by Marc Effron and Miriam Ort in their book *One Page Talent Management*) finds that employees perform less well on each goal as they take on more beyond just a handful. At Zappos, each of the 7.4 roles an individual fills contains an average of 3.47 distinct responsibilities, resulting in more than 25 responsibilities per employee. People grapple with where to focus their attention and how to prioritize and coordinate across circles—even with simple scheduling issues. To partially address these challenges, Zappos is trying out a tool (modeled after ordinary budgeting systems but expanded beyond dollar amounts or head-count limits) called People Points: Each circle gets a certain number of points with which to recruit individuals into roles, with senior management determining the points by assessing the business value of the circle’s work. (The company is exploring crowdfunding models to replace this top-down budgeting.) And each Zapponian gets a budget—100 points to allocate as he or she chooses. The system serves as a marketplace for the work that needs to be done, allowing a person to work across multiple teams without being told where to work. It also puts the onus on employees to fill their time with valuable roles.

Second, having so many roles complicates *compensation*. As people assemble their personal portfolios of roles, it becomes difficult to find clear benchmarks or market rates. For instance, what would you pay someone who divides her time between developing software, serving as the lead link for a software development team, working on marketing strategy, creating internal leadership training, doing community outreach, and planning events? Zappos is experimenting with basing compensation on the acquisition or application of its skill badges. But the complexity is still daunting.

Third, role proliferation complicates *hiring*, both into the organization and into particular roles. Although new employees are brought on to meet specific needs, they quickly start adding other roles to their portfolios. In the last three months of 2015, Zappos’s roughly 1,500 employees made and received 17,624 role assignments (11.7 per employee), or
about 195 per day. Given that volume, the company developed Role Marketplace, a tool to quickly post open roles and manage applications, with lead links ultimately deciding who fills the roles. The tool handled almost a quarter of those 17,624 assignments. Using both People Points and Role Marketplace, an employee could potentially find, apply for, be assigned to, and start working in a role within a single day. That’s a lot of activity to keep track of, even if you’ve got software to help.

Making decisions closer to the work.
Self-management aims to reduce the red tape and endless sign-offs usually needed to make decisions in bureaucracies. In traditional organizations, intricate webs of titles, job descriptions, and reporting relationships can make it difficult to figure out who decides what. In some of the newer models, such as holacracies, everyone can see who holds each role and what people are responsible for. The processes and norms for decision making are streamlined too. Rather than run ideas up the flagpole and wait for answers to come back down, individuals go directly to the people who will be affected. Within holacracies, this is known as “going role to role.” It means that messages are less likely to get watered down or misinterpreted through layers of management.

Communication is supposed to become more efficient and accurate as a result, which is good for reliability. But to make smarter decisions in this sort of system, all members must exercise their power and voices, which doesn’t always happen. One misconception about self-managing organizations is that they eliminate differences in status. Although those differences may be mitigated, they still exist and must be managed. Some people have more power than others, and managers who used to supervise certain activities may at times try to reassert control, making it hard for employees to know whether to follow the new system or listen to their old boss.

It can also be tough for people to “step up” and claim their power. An employee at ARCA, observing that members of her circle were not challenging a top-down order from a former boss, said, “I feel that employees haven’t explored their agency within holacracy.”
For such agency to thrive, both managers and subordinates must unlearn old behaviors. Another employee, who formerly had a managerial title, talked about how much time he used to spend approving others’ decisions. Since the move to holacracy, he’s had to shift to enabling mode, encouraging individuals to make decisions on their own.

Self-managing systems reinforce this unlearning to a point, through training on how to “work in” and “work on” the structure and through processes and norms that make it difficult for earlier forms of power to reemerge. For instance, 12 months into Zappos’s implementation of holacracy (and just a couple of months before the severance-package offer), 400 employees had completed the three-day holacracy training, and 90 had become “certified facilitators” of governance and working meetings. But trainings don’t in themselves eliminate problematic behavior, such as micromanaging others or infringing on the autonomy of former subordinates. Old power rules can be deeply embedded in culture and institutions and may require continual attention to unravel.

What They’re Talking About When They Say...

A glossary of self-management terms, starting at the organization level and moving to the team and individual levels.

TEAL ORGANIZATION: A new kind of organization designed to enable “whole” individuals (not narrow professional selves) to self-organize and self-manage to achieve an organic organizational purpose (determined not through hierarchical planning but incrementally, responsively, and from the bottom up).

HOLACRACY: The most widely adopted system of self-management, developed in 2007 by Brian Robertson. Authority and decision making are distributed among fluid “circles” (defined below) throughout the organization, and governance is spelled out in a complex constitution.

PODULARITY: A system of self-management in which each basic unit, or “pod,” is treated as a microcosm of the whole business and acts on its behalf. Podularity has its roots in agile (defined below).
AGILE: A theory of management originating in software development. In an agile system of work, cross-functional, self-managed teams solve complex problems iteratively and adaptively—when possible, face-to-face—with rapid and flexible responses to changing customer needs.

CIRCLE: In a holacracy, a group of “roles” (defined below) working toward the same purpose; in essence, a team that forms or disbands as the organization’s needs change.

CABAL: At the video game developer Valve, a multidisciplinary project team that forms organically to work toward a major goal. “Voting with their feet,” employees create or join a cabal because they feel the work is important.

ROLE: In a holacracy circle, a set of responsibilities for a certain outcome or process. Roles can be created, revised, or destroyed; individuals usually have more than one, in multiple circles.

LEAD LINK: In a holacracy circle, the role responsible for assigning other roles and allocating resources. A lead link has some characteristics of a traditional manager but is subject to the circle’s governance process.

CLOU: “Colleague letter of understanding”—at the tomato-processing company Morning Star, an agreement crafted by each employee in consultation with relevant colleagues, outlining the employee’s roles along with detailed performance metrics.

Even if employees want to speak up, it can be hard to absorb all the rules of engagement—and once people start applying them, that “structuring” work can feel almost as onerous as the Byzantine hierarchy it replaced. If every circle has a monthly governance meeting, as is common in holacracies, and if employees are in 4.1 circles, on average, the meeting time adds up. Zappos employees have so far dealt with the challenge by making their meetings more efficient and using technology to reduce the need for direct interaction. For example, the company developed a Slack bot to run governance meetings according to holocratic rules. Although the automated facilitation and virtual discussions through Slack reduce the time investment, the structuring work is still relentless, with each person involved in roughly one governance conversation a week. At Medium, the social
media company that stopped using holacracy, that work proved too much to sustain. Doyle said in his blog post, “The system had begun to exert a small but persistent tax on both our effectiveness and our sense of connection to each other.”

**Responding to emerging needs in the market.**

We’ve traditionally romanticized our leaders as scouts with keen vision who monitor the horizon for developments that deserve the attention of the organization and its people. And thanks to increasingly advanced analytics, leaders’ observations have become far more precise. Yet a great deal of evidence shows that efforts to drive change programmatically from the top, solely in response to what senior leaders see, often fail.

Self-managing organizations take a different approach. Consider how Valve made the decision to expand from PC games to hardware. The company’s 400-plus employees self-allocate 100% of their time to projects they feel are valuable to customers. They collaborate in cabals, which people form and re-form, project by project, by wheeling their desks together, often several times a day. When a few employees got sufficiently tired of repeated customer requests for hardware that would let people play games in the living room, they formed a cabal to investigate the idea. When others recognized Valve’s potential strategic vulnerability to a “closed” Windows store, they allocated some time to that issue. In neither case did a siren sound from a lookout on high; the problems were detected and addressed on the ground, through a steady accretion of talent. In November 2015 the cabals facilitated one of PC gaming’s largest hardware releases of the year, built on an open platform that signals Valve’s willingness and ability to protect against the threat of being closed out of customers’ PCs.

It’s possible, however, to be too responsive to your customers. Steve Jobs famously pointed out that the market doesn’t always know what it wants. As Bain’s research on growth through simplicity shows, adding SKUs in response to perceived customer needs can mean less revenue. And Bob Moesta, whose Re-Wired Group advises organizations on demand-side innovation, distinguishes between what customers explicitly ask
companies to supply and a more holistic view of demand. He says the latter is where real value is created—but organizations need a level of reflection that goes beyond simple responsiveness. Although it’s important to be close to your customers, it’s also critical to maintain a broader perspective so that you don’t follow them off a cliff.

You might assume that the three goals of self-management structures—designing roles that match individual capabilities with organizational goals, making decisions closer to the work, and responding to emerging market needs—would make leaders less relevant. Yet one of the greatest challenges of implementing the goals at scale is insufficient leadership. When leadership is a shared responsibility, everyone must understand and practice it. You end up with more formal team leaders as the number of modules increases. Since adopting holacracy, Zappos has gone from 150 team leaders to 300 lead links, who are responsible for its 500 circles.

Of course, managing looks different in these structures. It’s less about supervision and direction and more about designing, facilitating, and coaching. One former manager at ARCA said, “Leadership might be even more important in a holacracy than in a traditional management structure. You have to lead by example and round up the troops rather than rely on authority.” Members of self-managing teams have been saying similar things for decades.

**Costs and Benefits “Above the Trenches”**

So far we’ve looked at self-management on the ground. But how does it work at a macro level—where organizations set strategic direction, oversee global operations, and shape their overall performance and trajectory?

Consider a large consumer packaged goods company like PepsiCo. Suppose it is deciding whether to shift the ingredient mix of a product made for a certain market in response to consumer demand for fewer artificial sweeteners. Self-management naturally facilitates
such changes. The people who touch the decision get together, evaluate the opportunity, sort out the practical details (for example, discontinuing the use of certain suppliers), and then make it happen, all without interference from above.

However, a company of PepsiCo’s scale has a multifaceted operational agenda, which may include simplifying the global supply chain and freeing up capital for acquisitions. To achieve such goals, you’ll need more than an array of small, local moves. In fact, you’ll probably have to take actions that are suboptimal in a number of specific contexts. For example, consolidating suppliers will cut complexity and costs overall, but you’ll miss out on certain niche suppliers who could offer higher quality and lower prices in emerging markets. Structures that transmit guidance from the top are better equipped than self-managed organizations to make local trade-offs in service of scale—a critical advantage for a global CPG company.

This is doubly true when it comes to corporate strategy. Most executives view strategy as an essential feature, but proponents of self-managed organizations—like holacracy cofounder (and coder) Brian Robertson—argue that it is actually a bug. Robertson writes in his book about holacracy, “When you impose a ‘should’—as in ‘I should be X in five years’ time’—you create an attachment to that outcome; the attachment limits your ability to sense when reality is not going in that direction, or when other possible opportunities arise that might conflict with what you first set out to achieve.” Because it’s a ground rule of holacracy that you can revisit any decision whenever you want, Robertson adds, “you will find it very difficult to drive others’ behaviors on the basis of targets defined in advance.” Even though strategic planning isn’t explicitly prohibited, such plans are often replaced by continually updated rules of thumb that take the form of “emphasize X, even over Y.” At Zappos, providing the best customer service and increasing short-term profits are both guiding principles—but if employees ever have to choose between the two, they know to pick customer service.
In our view, this approach to establishing direction isn’t viable for certain kinds of organizations. Take Sirius XM: It has invested billions of dollars to create a satellite radio infrastructure that will generate returns for decades, so it needs a clear, stable, consistent overarching strategy. W.L. Gore, with its portfolio of technology innovations that can be brought to market in different ways, requires much less top-down strategic maneuvering. Zappos is probably somewhere in between. Its strategic positioning has been clearly differentiated for many years—and much of what has transpired since it adopted holacracy represents an extension of that. However, Zappos has adapted to a shifting market by making significant changes in product mix, customer targeting, and pricing. Working within the framework of holacracy, the company achieved a 75% year-on-year increase in operating profit in 2015 as a result of those strategic moves. So, although it’s hard to say whether holacracy would enable the company to navigate major changes in the competitive environment, early signs are promising.

Finding the Right Amount of Self-Management

As we’ve learned from self-managing teams, blanket arguments for or against broadly applying the principles of self-management miss an important point: Most organizations, particularly large corporations, should adopt these techniques in part, not in whole. We’d be surprised if more than 20% of the Global 1000 looked “teal” in 2030, to use Frederic Laloux’s term for “whole,” evolutionary, self-managing organizations. But we’d also be surprised if more than 20% didn’t significantly draw on some of the techniques within their corporate frameworks.

A great deal of piecemeal adoption is already happening. Procter & Gamble, for instance, operates a complex matrix organization in order to integrate its many brand categories, geographies, and functions. But it also has a vast open-innovation program, in which teams of...
The majority doesn’t rule—and not everyone has to agree with every idea that moves forward. In a holacracy, for example, any circle member can propose changes, and they are adopted unless another member objects on the grounds that they would harm the circle.

people outside P&G’s walls organize themselves to solve problems for the company. Google and 3M provide familiar examples as well: For decades employees have been encouraged to devote a percentage of their time to self-directed work—a volunteer economy that exists alongside the managerial hierarchy’s more directed economy.

Deciding where to apply self-management in an organization hinges on three questions: What needs to be reliable? What kinds of adaptation are important? And what organizational forms will produce the right balance in this case?

Using self-management principles to design an entire organization makes sense if the optimal level of adaptability is high—that is, if the organization operates in a fast-changing environment in which the benefits of making quick adjustments far outweigh the costs, the wrong adjustments won’t be catastrophic, and the need for explicit controls isn’t significant. That’s why many start-ups are early adopters. The business of designing and developing games also fits these criteria well, as Valve discovered. But in reliability-driven industries such as retail banking and defense contracting, hierarchical structures prevail, even if there is room for niche competitors (in banking, think of Umpqua, famous for having a phone in every branch that enables customers to ring the CEO’s office) or for certain units within the organization (such as the original Skunk Works at Lockheed Martin) to go against the traditional grain.
Companies must also work out how much hierarchy and process they need to ensure coherence and what other kinds of “glue,” such as shared purpose and a common ethical compass, they can use. Dov Seidman’s “The HOW Report” quantifies the degree to which various companies rely on those other cohesive elements and links self-governance to a range of performance outcomes. Seeing how others have fared can help organizations sort out whether—and where—this particular glue makes sense for them.

Ultimately, and somewhat ironically, the next generation of self-managing teams is demanding a new generation of leaders—senior individuals with the vision to see where it is best to set aside hierarchy for another way of operating, but also with the courage to defend hierarchy where it serves the institution’s fundamental goals.

A version of this article appeared in the July–August 2016 issue (pp.38–49) of Harvard Business Review.

Ethan Bernstein is an assistant professor of leadership and organizational behavior at Harvard Business School. Follow him on Twitter: @ethanbernstein.

John Bunch is adviser to the CEO and holacracy implementation lead at Zappos.

Niko Canner is the founder of Incandescent. Follow him on Twitter: @nikocanner.
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Thanks for the article, have been following Holacracy and Zappos from afar therefore great to gain this perspective.

As per the comments, this is a journey of evolution which seems to be taking us back to a modernized "cottage industry", (self managed/contained groups), approach after a detour down the Adam Smith's et al Industrial Economy path. Our journey is being guided by the ideals we are chasing include; reliability, adaptability, ownership, engagement, flexible, accountable, values...

However it seems that our current attempts at new approaches is treating and measuring the symptoms. Many of the HOW Report metrics appear to be symptoms based.

This leads to the question, what is the cause?
Every organization needs to align its structure to either their outcomes/customers or to the functions required to achieve the outcome. The majority of organizations align to functionality; sales, finance, marketing, manufacturing, service, etc. Once this happens we are back to Adam Smith's Industrial pin factory. Even within matrix structures there is still a dominant reporting line which is typically functional based.

If we align to outcomes the people working there naturally become self managed/organized, have ownership, are engaged. Decisions are now based on; how does this improve the outcome, not how does this help me. There is much more thinking to explain here...

My guess is that holacracy doesn't do this and would be happy to have a discussion on this to learn more.

SouthWest Airlines has an Airport Manager were everyone works together on delivery great service, turning planes around quickly and at a low cost. Toyota aligns to value streams, outcomes. Semler had teams of no more than 150 people focused on what they delivered with complete transparency.

The other missing point is that organizations need levels. The problem is that when we are organized by functions the levels become the vertical silos with all the dysfunctional behaviour we know and dread. When we are outcome aligned the levels perform two key tasks. 1/ Make the longer term decisions for the company; are our outcomes the right ones and are we going about them the right way and 2/ Helping the lower levels do their jobs, removing roadblocks, etc.

The reference to a Teal Organization and Orange thinking by Brooks in the comments, leverages Ken Wilber's Integral Theory. Wilber wrote the forward for Feredrick Laloux's book. Integral is also referred to as AQAL.

AQ is for All Quadrants - thinking, behaviour, culture, structures. All four quadrants operate together, they are just different views of the same thing. Therefore if we don't have the structure quadrant aligned to outcomes, this impacts the other quadrants, thinking, behaviour, culture. These are the symptoms we observe.

AL is for All Levels, we all develop through levels of capabilities across multiple areas, cognitive, ethics, moral, etc. An organization needs multiple levels as researched by Elliot Jaques and the world of cybernetics with Stafford Beer's Viable System Model, which is based on Holarchy, not to be confused with Holacracy.

Beer worked with Salvador Allende's Chilean government in the early 70's to implement his holarchy model. They ran the entire country this way.

I have tried to explain how this all comes together, leveraging Wilber's Integral Theory and other
academic work in a post at http://www.faqsfororgs.com/what-is-a-perfect-organization/

Hope these thoughts help the discussion.

Regards,

Rob